How to install JetBrains CLion on Linux

JetBrains Clion is a cross-platform IDE (integrated development environment) for both the C and C++ programming languages. It offers many valuable features, such as code generation, code analysis, etc.

Linux: How to export and import VMs in VMware Workstation

If you use VMware Workstation 16 on Linux and want to know how to export and import VMs, you’ll need to take advantage of the OVF file format. In this guide, we’ll show you how to use VMware to export and import VMs in the OVF format on Linux.

How to install Rigs of Rods on a Chromebook

Today we are looking at how to install Rigs of Rods on a Chromebook. Please follow the video/audio guide as a tutorial where we explain the process step by step and use the commands below.

No audio device detected after upgrading to F34

In Fedora 34, Fedora team decided to switch from Pulse Audio to Pipewire. Pipewire is still
very experimental and has various issues.

After I upgraded to Fedora 34, Pipewire refused to detect my audio. I read through forums on Archlinux, etc and mailing list. Initially, I attempted to rectify this issue. However, after spending an hour on this issue, I realised that it is probably because my audio card or whatever hardware is not compatible with it yet.

- **Define an alias in Nushell** [6]

A few days ago I decided to switch my main shell to nushell.

[...]

This switch feels like the biggest shell related change for me since I switched from Windows Command Prompt to Bash. Even the switch from Bash to ZSH was small in comparison.